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PRODUCTION, DESIGN AND CONCEPTING FOR ONLINE:  
sites, banners, emails, interactive pieces

VIDEO PRODUCTION, MOTION GRAPHICS AND SOUND EDITING
PRODUCTION, DESIGN AND CONCEPTING FOR PRINT:  
newspapers, magazines, brochures, advertisements 

WEBSITE DESIGN, SITE MAINTENANCE, CODING

ADOBE CS5 & CS6: 
photoshop, indesign, illustrator, acrobat, bridge, flash,  
premiere pro, dreamweaver, after effects 
FINAL CUT SUITE: final cut pro, motion, soundtrack
QUARK 8 & 9
CSS/HTML/JAVASCRIPT
EXPERIENCE MOVING PRODUCTION IN-HOUSE TO REDUCE COST

2012–PRESENT
DIGITAL PRODUCTION DESIGNER
WUNDERMAN, RICHFIELD

Digital Production Designer for the deals.bestbuy.com weekly website, on-site with client. 
Wireframe, design and produce content on a weekly basis for the digital site as well as production 
and design for the corresponding print insert, per brand stadards. Code custom html pages for the 
weekly site and assist with production of digital banners, weekly emails, Print ROPs, concepting 
and out-of-scope requests. 

2009–PRESENT
FREELANCE PRODUCTION DESIGNER
DOLAN MEDIA, MINNEAPOLIS

Repackage and redesign news articles and special sections into a print-ready format for individuals 
and companies. Edit videos and create motion graphics for annual special events.

PRODUCTION DESIGNER

SKILLS

EXPERIENCE



2000–2004
ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Member of the honors society from 2000 – 2004. Deans List 2003 – 2004. Spent a year abroad in 
Brighton, England 2001 – 2002. Semester internship abroad in Melbourne, Australia fall 2004.

2011–2012
GRAPHIC/WEB DESIGNER
DIGITAL PEOPLE, ST. PAUL

Design and modify print, web and flash items for Stude-Becker Advertising Agency. Light CSS/
HTML coding. Design concepts for advertising and social media, specialty items and a variety of 
print collateral. Update and maintain website content. Clients included medical and insurance 
companies.  

2009–2011
PRODUCTION SPECIALIST
CREATIS, BLOOMINGTON

Design and manage a variety of print and digital media items for Schwan’s Consumer Brands. Film 
and edit internal videos; design internal newsletters, banners, sales kits, external sales pieces, web 
graphics and specialty items. Storyboard, script, edit and provide soundtrack/motion graphics for 
videos, and coordinate visual elements to create a unified brand vision. Light animation. Collaborate 
with internal and external vendors. 

2006–2009
DESIGNER/VIDEO COORDINATOR
AFFINITY GROUP, PLYMOUTH

Design and manage sales and circulation pieces for all print consumer and b2b magazines. Film, 
and edit video, coordinate visual elements from scripts, create motion graphics/soundtrack for 
videos and encode for various platforms.  Create and design print products, web banners, buttons, 
emails and landing pages for various sites. Design special issues, media kits, interactive Flash sales 
pieces, editorial layouts and advertisements. Work with pre-press to assure accuracy of 4-color 
proofs. Troubleshoot coworkers’ technical issues.
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